From Template To Conscious Living
We are the Consort within the Living Tree

Clearing to Hear
Open to Communicate!
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UR - Heather

Heather grows in the Western part 0f Ireland in County Clare
in April -May

Though not a Tree, per se, it is within the Druid Ogham (tree alphabet). In the
whispers of this lunar month, this has been given as the “bridge” to cross before
entering the fullness of Hawthorn. It is a healing plant.
As we know, healing is a call for purifying, and the Heather was used for that
to clear blockages within the body. It is used to clear blockages of the mind and
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emotions in ceremonies, as well. It is famously known for creating brooms to cleanse
and clear an area. This is often used symbolically to clear the air, or cleanse a sacred
circle for rituals to be performed.
It is also symbolic of “spring cleaning,” as we clean out the house from musky
winter smells. Clear closets and clutter. Clear gardens and prepare for more fruits,
vegetables, and more flowers to grow.
After cleansing occurs, the Celts knew dreams could be renewed. The mindheart is refreshed and the door is open to the soul-spirit to activate the vibrations of
“Purpose.”
Heather, therefore, brought the power of clearing, refinement, protection, and
attraction. Yet, as Heather was also a plant that could be used to create mead,
intoxication was another creation to stir merry-making (or illusion). However, as a
mead symbol, it calls on attraction, communication and even romance. In some
philosophies, however, it was not a good time to marry...thus, this attraction could be
formed from illusionary states that would prove to be disastrous. This, of course, is
a reminder to stay alert mentally, emotionally, and physically, so you may be alert to
soul-spirit guidance.
Within the warnings of Heather is the warning of famine from an old Irish
saying, “Gold under furze, silver under rushes, and famine under heather”.
Within the famine message is also a message of strength. For heather is a plant
that can grow in unlikely and inhospitable soil. This displays strength and stamina
and the will to live, grow, and survive. It grows over hills and mountain-tops, similar
to the ability of evergreens. Though famine may seem to lurk...stay strong, alert, and
grow.
Heather flowers have purple colors, some
are red. A rare heather of white may be seen. To
the Celts the white is honored as a sacred sign that
no blood has been spilled on the land, and the
fairy dwell in the mounds. The fields of heather
offer a doorway to the “other worlds.”
P icture via amazing-potraits.com
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The bridging between Willow and Hawthorn is perfect for the Fey/Fairy are
honored in Willow as they reveal the return of life, showing off their lights through
the plant world. In fact, the word, “Witch” is common to both Willow and Heather.
Recall, this word means, “Wise Woman of Sacred Mystery.” Wise Women were
mysterious. Why? Because ordinary people did not understand how they produced
their medicines, healed wounds of the body, as well as the minds. They did not
comprehend their ability to communicate with the Divine, and predict as well as “see”
what others did not.
With stories of White Ur/Heather, comes the blessings of good fortune in
marriages, health, and enterprise. White heather is placed in the bridal bouquet.
Basket weaving, broom making, mattress filling, heather honey, and ointments for
arthritis, rheumatism and more can be produced from the heather plant.
As we prepare to enter the realm of Hawthorn, it is a time to continue a
clearing, cleansing process. It offers us the gift of an open mind, open heart, and
open consciousness that allows us to hear and communicate with our soul and
ultimately with our Divine Self. In so doing, we hear and communicate, with greater
clarity, with the Divine and to everyone in our circle of life. We listen with an open
mind, communicate with an open heart, and have an ability to receive, as well as
offer, new insights. We can be guided to produce good fortune.
What is quite important as we cross this bridge is the act of assessing, not
judging. Assessing is the gift of reviewing what is complete and not carry it forward.
Judgment is making wrong what our journey has been rather than recognizing “all is
purposeful.” May assessments allow this to be so. Carry these thoughts forward as
you meet the Goddess of Heather.

“Things are as they are. Looking out into the universe at
night, we make no comparisons between right and wrong
stars, nor between well and badly arranged constellations.”
– Alan Watts
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Uroica: She-of-the-Heather
There are a few goddesses to discover of the Heather plant. I have chosen to
honor the one mentioned in the WHITE GODDESS, by Robert Graves. However, I
will add dashes of information from others. Wikipedia posed the picture of the
Goddess sitting on the Earth and holding the Stars of the Heaven; and yes, she is
noted as Urania, another name of Uroica.
However, not only acknowledged as the Goddess of Heather, first reported in
Gallic Roman-Switzerland stories, she is considered one of the youngest of the nine
muses and Goddess of Astrology. The Irish take her in as a Goddess as well.
Uroica is not only the overseer of Heather, but a Bee
Goddess, as well. Thus, the honey made from Heather. In
fact, she is called the Queen Bee and holds reign on the
Mountains. The Red of Passion is her color. Consider the
symbol of mountains that reminds us to climb to the
heights of our potential and be as diligent as the bees who
serve their Queen. With the red, we carry the passion to
climb the mountain and achieve our goal.
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There is more to the symbolism of the diligent bee as it relates to our quest to
cross the bridge and enter the realm of Hawthorn. The Bee represents a messenger
of the God(s). Quite similar to God Mercury (and the planet we visit that rules
Hawthorn/Gemini). Are we listening for messages?
We also honor the Honey Bee creating the honey and offering more of the
message of love, union, and the need of clear communion. The Bee also represents
the Soul (ancient Greek philosophy), and we want to communicate with our soul-state
of consciousness. Bees, as well as Uroica, also symbolize the Great Mother (Holy
Spirit) and we are indeed wanting to communicate with the Holy Spirit.
Uroica’s symbolism of Earth and Sky reminds us of the Oneness connection.
We are both matter and spirit; earth and heaven. Our stars at birth are impressed
within our cellular essence and, as a circuit board, receive constant heavenly
messages to guide us; especially when we appear to live unconsciously.
Uroica calls forth the word, “Chaste,” as she would not allow her priestesses
to marry during the time of the clearing and initiation. For they were to be pure of
mind and heart in union with the Divine. Until they knew their union of heaven and
earth, they were to refrain from external union. Why? Because they would not truly
be the mate of a higher order to honor their self or another. And, most assuredly, they
would not honor the Divine Oneness.
A note of interest: In the Greek Mythology of the muses, Uroica would be
Ourania, daughter of Zeus and Mnemosyne (her mother. The name also means
Mindful and Memory). Zeus is also the essence of Jupiter the planet that rules
Sagittarius/Elder which is opposite Hawthorn/Gemini in the Astrological circle.
(Yes, I love the synchronicity that is brought by the encouragement of WomanSpirit
as She guides me to the bridge each month.)
Note: With another point of my contemplation of the wisdom being offered this
month, I was wondering about the muses and the astronomy/astrology of Uroica. I
began to question if the Seven Sisters were any part of this bridge at all. The Search
was on. The Seven Sisters are also known as the Pleiades. They are seen between 2829 degrees of Taurus and 0 degrees of Gemini. Duh!
Look for assistance to clear you mind, emotions, and body as your cross the bridge!
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From Template To Conscious Living
We are the Consort of the Living Tree

Clearing to Hear
Open to Communicate!

Hawthorn Is the Foundation of Our Spiritual Center Point
for this Lunar Month.
We are in the element of air when entering the field of Hawthorn.
Willow offered its Earthly essence, but all Earth needs air to
survive and grow. The Breath of Life is absolutely necessary.
When we work with Hawthorn each year the subject of Choices
is brought up, for She always presents the wisdom of Choicemaking. Right now, right here, we have a choice to make. With
the vision of joy in the picture of Hawthorn, it calls us to make
choices with aplomb, not fear. When we are self-confident, we
can be positively assured that a choice will bring us an
affirmatory outcome.
Our self-confidence does come from the wisdom of clarity in mind and
emotions, being calm, and our whole self grounded in reality. It is from this state
of clarity that true choices, not airy-fairy choices, are made. We remain in union with
the Holy Spirit, our highest Soul Nature, and the soul contract(s) we designed even
before embodiment. We know this by the qualities Hawthorn presents.
What are the Qualities the Foundation of Hawthorn offers?
1)

Hawthorn holds one position on the Tree of Life: a branch. It is a
pathway that extends out of and into the Holy Triad known as Zayin z.
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It is seen as an orange path extending from
Binah/Understanding (Black-Blue Sphere) to
Tiphareth/Beauty (Yellow Sphere - Heart of the
Tree). It’s English translation is the Double-edged
Sword. This reminds us of our right and left brain,
duality thinking, double-edged tongue, etc.
Within this letter is the Universal Law of Union.
This is a wisdom to recall. As there is the essence
of individuation leaving the realm of Oneness
(Holy Triad) it carries the knowledge that all is in
union—nothing is separate.
2)

Hawthorn/Zayin in Tarot is the card of the Lovers. Oh yes, card readers
often attest this reveals you will meet your lover (and true it may be).
However, it is the honoring of the Yin/Yang union. The Spirit/Matter
union. The Mind/Matter union. Spiritual Consciousness as Soul
Consciousness preparing to enter Human Consciousness. All forms of
union.

3)

Within the power of Zayin is the power of Smell which presents us with
the gift to discernment. Smell the roses, but be sure they are roses.
Smell the heather, but be sure it is heather. Discern what you are doing
in any form of union. When you discern, you recognize the true
harmony or the true discord. You allow a choice to be made for the
higher good. You open the door of communication.

4)

Speaking of communication, in Astrology, as Zayin/Hawthorn relates to
Gemini it thus relates to the 3rd house. In Natal Astrology it is the
house of communication, of early childhood education, and of siblings.
It calls us to speak, write, and orate. What communication do you need
to share?

5)

The FACES OF WOMANSPIRIT card offers more information. It is
full of things (power of choice). It has spheres laying on the ground
(swords of Zayin). These spheres also offer a quiet mind. The tree has
many eyes on it–the power to see many different things in order to
discern and choose. A kid (goat) the ability to grow in determination.
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The white horse, Goddess Epona who aids the warriors to enter the
realm of spirit (our warrior minds) to gain higher wisdom. A crystal
pyramid, a place to enter a calm realm of healing. A crystal ball:
intuition for future events. The grail cup: Wisdom of the Soul. The
bumble bee, a sacred message of this month we have seen with our
bridge goddess. However, remember, the bee is industrious, buzzing us
to awaken so we are clear moment-by-moment; know the sweetness of
life; and buzz about the joy that is here and now.

Let’s meet the Consort of Hawthorn
Mercrianna - Consort of Hawthorn
Mercrianna/Mercury - The Messenger(s) of the Divine. Are we
listening? Are we discerning what we hear? To discern is an act
and art of feeling, not simply thinking; and yet Mercury is given to
the logical thinking. The intellect. But what really is the mind?
In Spiritual wisdom, the mind is not simply the cognitive
quality of a human being. It is more than our human thinking and
logic. If we are in a cognitive state, we are only thinking in the
human realm. The sacred wisdom presents that the Mind is
recognizable more so in the name, “Mercrianna” as it denotes both the masculine and
the feminine. It is a union of the logic and intuitive qualities which allows a greater
power of thinking, hearing, feeling, and understanding the Divine Voice and the Soul
Voice. The “Mind” is the greater Consciousness of All.
Let’s put all the wisdom of Mercrianna together:

What are other Qualities Mercrianna offers?
1)

The Hebrew Letter of Mercrianna is Beth, c. It translates as “Temple.”
It is also known as the Viva Voce (The Voice of the Divine or Living
Voice). It is this Voice that called for the Existence of Its Oneness to be
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Many: “Let there be Light! Let there be “Let us Make Man in Our
Image....” and God created male and female, etc. It was a command of
voice/sound and absolute intention. The power of the breath became the
individuation and the form of all things. Within the forms (temples) this
breath is always carried. The Life Force, the Divine.

2)

The element of Beth is noted in two areas within the
Tree of Life. Recognized first as a path in the Holy
Triad, its yellow ray extends from Kether/Crown
(White Sphere) to Binah/Understanding (Womb of
all Souls). A Name of each soul was given. Was it
the wind? An ocean? A Galaxy? Was it a male; a
female of earthly form? A stone, an animal, a nature
of food to nurture all? Was it Light or Dark?
Everything that was and is to be, was named and
given the Life Breath to carry forward into the realm
of manifestation.

3)

The next position of Beth on the Tree of Life joins forces in the sphere
known as Hod/Splendor and is the color Orange on the Form Pillar and
the Soul Triad as well as the Vehicular Triad. It is within the 4th world,
the Manifest world of Splendor. It is here the seal is set for the
intentions of the soul. This sphere as known as the Sphere of the
Covenant, the agreement of the Divine with each individuated soul to
know it has Everlasting Life. This field is androgynous. It is a blend of
the Cognitive Mind and Intuitive Mind wherein Truth can prevail and
manifestations can occur in the purified essence of Divinity as it pours
forth on the Path of Shin moving the river of life into Matter.

4)

The Law of Expression is honored in Beth. We can surely see it is the
Expression of the Divine. Yet, it calls on each of us to know how we are
expressing. Our words have power. Thoughtless words have power.
Emotion-filled and Emotion-less words have power. We are required to
be attentive to our thinking, feeling, and expressing our words. It can
be through the waves or sound of silence. For we will manifest and we
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must become very aware of how we are doing this consciously and
unconsciously.
5)

The Tarot Card associated with Mercrianna/Beth is the Magician. Need
I really say more? Yes. This card represents a person being very aware
of her/his union with the Divine in mind, heart, and clear intention. In
so doing s/he is able to transmit the full field of Divine Energy into the
form and function of the material world of Earth.

6)

The Faces of WomanSpirit card reveals a turning head. One that is
aware of all surroundings (mind, emotions, actions) and able to quickly
change and recenter in order to transmit the higher energy of the Divine.
The feathers around the neck and the Crane represent the ability to
communicate with the realms beyond Earth and bring forth the healing
and harmony necessary when the excursion of human life is out of
balance. The woman in pink is transmuting energy from above and
directing it to the Earth below.

7)

Of course, in Astrology Mercrianna is the planet Mercury. She rules
both Gemini and Virgo: the communicator and the healer. A hint may
be within these two words. When we communicate with clarity, we
heal. Also we can consider education (Gemini) and Service (Virgo).
When we educate we become better in the art of serving others. Another
reality occurs here: Mercury can offer wisdom of duality (Gemini) that
provides perfection for healing (Virgo).

Once again I offer the wisdom of what occurs without a consort. In this
reality without the consort of Mercrianna, Hawthorn will not provide opportunity
of choices, but the experience of a scattered mind and buzzing around with no
place to land and obtain the elixir of life.
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Right here, right now you live in the realm of oneness and the power of choice.
May you be smiled upon by your choices.
Warm blessings and love,
Katherine
Rev. Katherine Bell, PhD, DD

~Lunar Phases of Hawthorn ~
New Moon - May 11
Crescent Moon - May 15
First Quarter Moon - May 18
Gibbous Moon - May 22
Full Moon -May 16 (Sun Gemini/Moon Sagittarius)
Disseminating Moon - May 30
Last Quarter - Jun 3
Balsamic Moon - Jun 6
New Moon of Oak
June 10th 4:52;28 a.m. MDT
Please know these are not exact dates, but very close.
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